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I love building and fixing and destruction all at the same time! So why not share the joy with the
world?! United States About Youtuber Join master hacker, engineer, and tech hobbyist Ben
Heck as he tackles new and fun interesting projects each week. Ben shows you step by step
how you can take on all kinds of electronic projects. Ben also shares useful tips and answers
your questions about 3D printing, microcontroller, circuitry, modeling, design, and much more.
About Youtuber The trashiest electronic channel on YouTube. We test and use affordable
electronic soldering equipment and tools to build, teardown, modify and sometimes destroy
random electronic stuff. Many of the builds and projects featured here operate at full mains
voltage and carry a high risk of shock and fire. Her goal was to create the best place online for
learning electronics and making the best designed products for makers of all ages and skill
levels. Adafruit makes all-original DIY electronics kits and is a New York City based company
that sells kits and parts for original, open source hardware electronics projects. United States
About Youtuber A channel primarily devoted to electronics. All electronic circuits shown are
verified to work. About Youtuber Channel dedicated to video lessons of digital and analog
electronics, power, processors, programming, telecommunications, RF and more. The videos
cover several aspects about the operation and even the development of engineering projects.
Most of this stuff works fine and the gadgets that I build work OK. But some of it is dodgy even
fake and that's where the fun starts! This is the Channel that is all about Electric and
Electronics. In this channel you will watch videos based on electronics, electric and DIY
projects step by step and with complete guidance. You can Do it Yourself and make the projects
at home everywhere easily. On this channel you'll learn to do the same, build robots, custom
stuff for the Internet of Things Iot and even create things that can fly! Niwot, Colo. No matter
your vision, SparkFun's products and resources are designed to make the world of electronics
more accessible. In addition to over 2, components and widgets, SparkFun offers classes and
online tutorials designed to help educate individuals in the wonderful world of embedded
electronics. About Youtuber ElectronicsHub. This is very helpful for thousands of engineering
students and professionals. India About Youtuber This channel is dedicated to my viewers.
Kansas About Youtuber Awesome electronics videos and tutorials! This channel will show how
to build electronic projects as well as how to program your very own custom electronic devices
with all the source code available for download. Whether you are a beginner or an advanced
user there is always something new to be learned. About Youtuber Arnott Inc. Arnott has been
designing and manufacturing quality air shocks, air struts, compressors and replacement coil
springs in the USA since I do product reviews, mailbag, projects, cb radio, or fix electronics that
I happen to be fiddling with. About Youtuber I develop microcontroller based electronics
projects. Please visit my web site: mhpro. Twice succes with Kickstarter campaign. India About
Youtuber Follow this channel for electronics tutorials, how-to's, advancements and more.
Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube
channels in several niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on Feedspot
using the form at the top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds them to a
relevant category list. Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness , social
metrics, domain authority, traffic and many other parameters. Top 10 Electronics Youtube
Channels. Submit Your Channel. About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over
25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche
categories. For Youtubers Submit Channel. Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. This article
was co-authored by Bess Ruff, MA. She has conducted survey work for marine spatial planning
projects in the Caribbean and provided research support as a graduate fellow for the
Sustainable Fisheries Group. This article has 15 testimonials from our readers, earning it our
reader-approved status. This article has been viewed , times. A circuit is a closed path that
electrons flow along to provide power to your home and electronics. In a circuit, electrons flow
from the battery, through the wires, and into the light bulb. When the bulb receives enough of
these electrons it will light up. When constructed properly, you will be able to light your bulb
with just a few simple steps. To make a simple electrical circuit with a battery, use wire strippers
or scissors to strip the ends of a length of insulated wire, but do not cut all the way through the
wire. Install your batteries in a battery pack, then attach your wires to the battery pack using a
battery snap or electrical tape. Fasten the other end of the wire to the metal screw of the bulb
holder. Screw the bulb tightly into the holder. If the circuit is properly connected, the bulb
should light up! Keep reading to learn how to install a switch on your circuit! Did this summary
help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn,
adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing
high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a
contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit

this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Part 1 of
Gather the necessary materials. To build a simple circuit, you will need a power source, 2
insulated wires, a light bulb, and a light bulb holder. A power source can be any type of battery
or battery pack. The rest of the materials can be found at your local hardware store. When
choosing a light bulb, find one that is around volts so a single battery can power them. To
simplify the wire attachment process, use a battery snap with wires pre-attached and a 9-volt
battery or battery pack. Strip the ends of the insulated wires. In order for your circuit to work
properly, the wires need to be totally exposed so you must strip the ends. Using wire strippers,
remove about 1 inch 2. Be careful not to cut all the way through the wire. Install batteries into
the battery pack. Depending on the type of batteries you are using, you may be able to skip this
step. If you are using multiple batteries, you will need a power pack to hold the batteries. Push
each battery in by the side taking care to put the positive and negative ends in the correct
orientation. Attach your wires to the battery pack. The wires will be conducting your electric
current from the batteries to the light bulb. The easiest way to attach the wires is to use
electrical tape. Attach the end of one wire to one side of the battery, making sure that the wire
maintains contact with the metal of the battery. Repeat with the other wire on the other side of
the battery. Alternatively, if you are using a battery snap, snap the end onto the end of a 9-volt
battery or the battery pack. Use caution while building your circuit. Although unlikely, it is
possible to get a very small shock if you touch the wire directly while attached to the battery.
You can avoid this by only touching the insulated part of the wire or removing the batteries until
you install the light bulb. Take the exposed metal end of each wire and bend it into a U-shape.
Loosen each screw on the light bulb holder just enough to slip the U-shape of the wire around
the screw. Each wire will be attached to its own screw. Tighten the screw, ensuring that the
metal of the wires remains in contact with the screw. Test your circuit. Screw the light bulb into
its holder until it is tight. If your circuit is hooked up properly, the bulb should light up when
fully screwed into its socket. Light bulbs can heat up quickly so be careful when installing and
removing the bulb. Part 2 of Gather the materials. To install the switch, you will need 3 pieces of
wire instead of 2 as well as a simple switch. Once you strip the wires and get them attached to
the battery pack you can proceed to install the switch. Install the switch. Take the exposed
metal end of one of the wires from the battery pack and bend it into a U-shape. Loosen the
screw on the switch and slip the U-shape of the wire underneath. Tighten the screw making sure
that the metal of the wire remains in contact with the screw. Attach the extra third wire to the
switch. Bend each of the metal ends of the wire into a U-shape. Slip the U-shape under the
second screw of the switch to attach it. Tighten the screw ensuring the metal of the screw stays
in contact with the metal of the wire. Hook up the light bulb. Take the end of each wire one from
the battery and one from the switch and bend it into a U-shape. Tighten the screw, ensuring that
the wires remain in contact with the metal screw. Flip the switch! Part 3 of Make sure all of the
wires are connected properly. In order to complete the circuit, all wires must be touching the
metal parts of each component. In some cases, you may need to strip more of the insulation off
the wire. Check the filament in your light bulb. Your bulb will not light if the filament is broken.
Hold the bulb up to the light and ensure the filament is one connected piece. Try replacing the
bulb with a new one. Test the charge of the battery. If the battery is dead or low on charge, it
might not have enough power to light the bulb. Using a battery tester, check the charge or just
replace the battery with a new one. If this was the problem, your bulb should light immediately
after replacing the battery. Did you know you can read expert answers for this article? Unlock
expert answers by supporting wikiHow. Bess Ruff, MA. Support wikiHow by unlocking this
expert answer. Not Helpful 46 Helpful You don't have to use the holder, but it will be simpler if
you do. If you don't have one, try putting the positive wire on the bottom of the bulb and then
put the negative on the side part. Not Helpful 60 Helpful Use the black insulation tape to keep
the batteries in place instead of a battery pack. Not Helpful 62 Helpful You can use plumber's
tape. Scotch tape will also work in some cases, but it won't insulate electricity as well as
electrical tape. Not Helpful 52 Helpful Alternating Current and Direct Current. Alternating current
is the type of current you get from a power plant, and an outlet, in which the current changes
direction rapidly. Direct Current is the type of current you get from a battery, always moving in
one direction. Not Helpful 70 Helpful Yoosuf Irusham Labeeb. Not Helpful 56 Helpful Not Helpful
34 Helpful You should probably use D, C, or a 9-volt battery to get the most charge. Not Helpful
45 Helpful While inserting a switch, is it mandatory to use a specific size, or can I use a bigger
or smaller one? It is not mandatory, but it would be better if you use a small one. Not Helpful 15
Helpful Yes, if the battery's voltage is equal to the watt that the lightbulb needs. Not Helpful 50
Helpful Include your email address to get a message when this question is answered. By using

this service, some information may be shared with YouTube. Don't touch the light bulb when lit
as it will be hot. Helpful 7 Not Helpful 1. Related wikiHows How to. How to. About This Article.
Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: March 21, Categories: Electrical Projects. Article
Summary X To make a simple electrical circuit with a battery, use wire strippers or scissors to
strip the ends of a length of insulated wire, but do not cut all the way through the wire. Italiano:
Creare un Semplice Circuito Elettrico. Nederlands: Een eenvoudige elektrische schakeling
maken. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Thank you. Very
nice! Rated this article:. Anonimus Jr Nov 17, Ethan M. Ward Jan 10, I like how questions were
asked, then answered, very helpful! The only thing I don't like is that you don't tell where to get
materials. Raghav Choudhary May 29, This has been beneficial for me, it helped me a lot. Thank
you for the great information! Suhani Chandel Jan 3, Emily Nov 3, Bracyn Feb 15, Pulane Kopela
Sep 16, Akbar Khan May 18, Shin Hwa Noh Dec 11, Mckenzie Quarts Mar 8, Kaviya Kaviya Oct
31, Jennifer Thompsson Jan 24, Ayush Kushwaha Jan 8, Samala Revanth Feb 8, More reader
stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By
continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Happy Star Dec 15, Share yours!
More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are
agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Let's do this! Daily life on the earth is nearly impossible without electricity. From
homes to big industries, we all depend on electricity. We know that electric current flows in a
closed circuit. An electrical circuit is a closed loop in which continuous electrical current goes
from the supply to the load. If you are trying to describe an electrical circuit to your friend or
neighbor, it is likely that you have to draw the connection. For example, if you want to explain a
lighting circuit, it can take more time to draw the bulb, battery, and wires because different
people draw various components of the circuit in different ways and this may take a long time to
explain. Therefore, a better way is to learn how to show simple electrical circuits. In this article
we give the drawings for some simple electric circuits: AC lighting circuit, battery charging
circuit, energy meter, switch circuit, air conditioning circuit, thermocouple circuit, DC lighting
circuit, multimeter circuit, current transformer circuit, and single phase motor circuit. For a lamp
we need two wires; one is the neutral wire and the other is the live wire. These two wires are
connected from the lamp to the main supply panel. It is advisable to use different colours for
live wires and neutral wires. The universal practice is to use the colour red for live wires and a
black colour for the neutral wire. For switching ON and OFF the lamp we need a control called a
switch - provided in the live wire between the main supply and lamp. If the switch is ON, the
electric circuit is closed and the lamp glows, and if the switch is OFF, it will disconnect the
power supply to the lamp. For safe operation this wiring is placed in a box called a switch box.
The switch wire and live wire are a single wire; it is just cut in between to connect the switch.
Battery charging is done by means of a rectifier. The main function of the rectifier is to convert
AC alternating current into DC direct current. The rectifier shown in the diagram is the bridge
rectifier, which has four diodes connected in the form of a bridge. Resistance is added in the
circuit to limit the flow of current. When the supply is given to the rectifier through a step down
transformer, it converts the AC supply into DC supply and this flows to the battery, thereby
charging it. Usually this circuit is enclosed in a battery charger unit or inverter and only the
terminals emerge out of the charger unit to be connected to the battery for charging. Air
conditioning is a process that heats, cools, cleans, and circulates air together with the control
of its moisture content. The electric aspect of AC comprises the power equipment for motors
and starters for the compressor and condenser fans. Associated electric equipment includes
solenoid valves, high and low pressure switch, and high and low temperature switch, together
with the safety cut-outs for over current, under voltage etc. The compressor and condenser fans
are driven by a simple fixed speed 3 phase AC induction motor, each with its own starter and
supplied from a distribution board. Routine electric maintenance and fault finding on the motor
and starters involves cleaning, checking of connections, insulation tests, etc. We operate
switches for lights, fans etc. The function of the switch is to connect or complete the circuit
going to the load from the supply. It has moving contacts which are normally open. As shown in
the diagram, the power supply to the load is through the switching circuit, and therefore the
power supply can be cut by keeping the switch open. This circuit is very simple. The battery has
two points, anode and cathode. The anode is positive and cathode is negative. A lamp has two
terminals - one is positive and the other is negative. The positive terminal of the lamp is
connected to the anode and the negative terminal of the lamp is connected to the cathode of the
battery. Once the connection is made the lamp will glow. The previous page focused on the
working of a few simple electrical circuits, here we carry on with the subject and learn some
more simple electrical devices and their utilities. When the junctions formed from two dissimilar

homogenous materials are exposed to the temperature difference, an EMF is generated. This is
called the Seebeck effect. The figure shows a thermocouple, which consists of two wires, one
iron and the other made of constantan, with a voltmeter. This voltmeter will measure the EMF
generated and this can be calibrated to measure the temperature. The temperature difference
between the hot and cold junction will produce an EMF proportional to it. If the cold junction
temperature is kept constant, then the EMF is proportional to the temperature of the hot
junction. Energy is the total power consumed over a time interval. The power consumed over a
period of time can be measured by a motor meter or energy meter. Energy meters are used in all
power supply lines to every house in order to measure the power consumed in both DC and AC
circuits. It is measured in watt-hour or kilowatt hour. For DC circuits, the meter may be an
ampere hour or a watt-hour meter. There is an aluminium disc which rotates continuously when
power is consumed. The speed of rotation is proportional to the power consumed in watt-hour
by the load. Energy meters have a pressure coil and a current coil. When the voltage is applied
across the pressure coil, current flows through the coil and produces a flux which exerts torque
on the disc. Load current flows through the current coil and produces another flux which exerts
an opposite torque on the aluminium disc. The resultant torque acts on the disc and results in a
rotation on the disc which is proportional to the energy utilized and which is recorded in the
energy meter. A multimeter is probably one of the most simpe electrical devices which can
measure resistance, currents and voltage. It is an indispensable instrument and can be used for
measuring DC as well as AC voltage and currents. It is used for checking the continuity of a
circuit by ohm meter scale, for measuring DC current flow, DC voltage across the circuit and
also for measuring the AC voltage across power supply transformer. It consists of a
galvanometer connected in series with a resistance. The current flow in a circuit, that is, voltage
across the circuit can be measured by connecting the terminals of the multimeter across the
circuit. It is mainly used to test the continuity of the windings in a motor. The current
transformer is used to measure the current flow in a circuit, with the help of a low range
ammeter. Actually, it steps down the current to the level of ammeter range. It has a primary
winding and a secondary winding. The primary winding is connected to the power circuit so that
the current being measured passes through it. The secondary winding of the transformer is
connected to an ammeter. The transformer will step down the current to a value that can be
measured by the connected ammeter. Single phase motors are designed to operate from a
single phase supply and can perform a wide variety of useful services in homes, offices,
factories, and workshops, and in other business establishments. A single phase motor has two
terminals in the terminal box of the outer casing. One of these terminals is connected with the
live wire of the power circuit and the other is connected with the neutral wire. When the
electrical supply goes to the motor, the motor will run until the power supply is cut. Even a fan
works on this single phase motor. Sometimes the fan will not start when we switch it ON. The
reason is that the capacitor employed for making the single phase motor self starting is not
functioning. The best way to solve this problem is to replace the capacitor. Page content. This
section includes links to all of our Electrical DIY how to projects that includes a wide range of
subjects covering items such as wiring and circuits, switches and sockets, lighting and general
domestic appliances. Browse through the below list and click on your chosen link to view the
project information. Fixed Appliances - Find out how to install and repair various fixed domestic
appliances including electric cookers and showers, TV aerials and security systems. Lighting Lighting DIY how to projects help, tips and information covering dimmer switches, bathroom,
exterior and kitchen lighting, lighting circuits and related subjects. Switches and Sockets Electrical DIY projects focusing on switches and sockets including dimmer switches, pull cord
switches, wiring plugs and many other electrical DIY projects. Wiring and Circuits - DIY help and
projects covering all aspects of domestic electrical wiring and circuits including junction boxes,
consumer units, ring mains, radial circuits and much more. The following pages will take you
through the safe use of electricity and electrical appliances, cables, wires, sockets, switches
together with many forms of lights and their associated switches and circuits. It is important to
remember that Part P of the building regulations makes it illegal for DIY electrics in many
instances and certainly in the bathroom and kitchen. Electricity is dangerous but if sensible
rules are followed home improvers can do much themselves. Changing a light fitting is covered
in these pages, as is adding a light switch or spur socket. Two way lighting instructions are also
shown and we tell you how to add a socket to a plasterboard wall. We show you how to cut out
chases for cables, how to use cables and how to fill the chases afterwards. Low voltage lighting
is covered as is outside and garden lighting. We have sections on consumers units and fuse
boxes as well as information about your electricity metres, energy saving, how to wire plugs
and sockets and even how to insert rubber grommets. We talk about radial circuits as well as
ring mains and show you how to work out Amps, Volts and Kilowatts. We also show you how to

install a shaver point and an electric power shower. Electrical advice is focussed on safety on
DIY Doctor and if you are in any doubt about your ability, or the laws pertaining to electrical
installation, please contact us to get an expert. The Complete Guide to Electrics in the Home
Including Wiring and Circuits, Switches and Sockets and Lighting This section includes links to
all of our Electrical DIY how to projects that includes a wide range of subjects covering items
such as wiring and circuits, switches and sockets, lighting and general domestic appliances.
List View Grid View. Ceiling rose wiring diagram It is important to remember that Part P of the
building regulations makes it illegal for DIY electrics in many instances and certainly in the
bathroom and kitchen. Give us Some Feedback! Was this page useful:. First Name: required.
Email Address: required. We read and respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to do so
you will be added to our email list, however you can unsubscribe at any time using the links at
the bottom of any of our emails. Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions should
be posted to our Forum. Footer DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube. Follow
us on Pinterest. Follow us on Tumblr. Electric circuit , path for transmitting electric current. An
electric circuit includes a device that gives energy to the charged particles constituting the
current, such as a battery or a generator; devices that use current, such as lamps , electric
motors , or computers ; and the connecting wires or transmission lines. Electric circuits are
classified in several ways. A direct-current circuit carries current that flows only in one
direction. An alternating-current circuit carries current that pulsates back and forth many times
each second, as in most household circuits. For a more-detailed discussion of direct- and
alternating-current circuits, see electricity: Direct electric current and electricity: Alternating
electric currents. A series circuit comprises a path along which the whole current flows through
each component. A parallel circuit comprises branches so that the current divides and only part
of it flows through any branch. The voltage, or potential difference, across each branch of a
parallel circuit is the same, but the currents may vary. In a home electrical circuit, for instance,
the same voltage is applied across each light or appliance, but each of these loads draws a
different amount of current, according to its power requirements. A number of similar batteries
connected in parallel provides greater current than a single battery, but the voltage is the same
as for a single battery. See also integrated circuit ; tuned circuit. The network of transistors ,
transformers , capacitors , connecting wires, and other electronic components within a single
device such as a radio is also an electric circuit. Such complex circuits may be made up of one
or more branches in combinations of series and series-parallel arrangements. Electric circuit
Article Media Additional Info. Print Cite verified Cite. While every effort has been made to follow
citation style rules, there may be some discrepancies. Please refer to the appropriate style
manual or other sources if you have any questions. Facebook Twitter. Give Feedback External
Websites. Let us know if you have suggestions to improve this article requires login. External
Websites. Articles from Britannica Encyclopedias for elementary and high school students. The
Editors of Encyclopaedia Britannica Encyclopaedia Britannica's editors oversee subject areas
in which they have extensive knowledge, whether from years of experience gained by working
on that content or via study for an advanced degree See Article History. Basic electric circuit,
with switch, battery, and lamp. Read More on This Topic. Although ceramic ferrites have smaller
saturation magnetizations than magnetic metals, they can be made much more resistive to
electric Two diagrams showing an ammeter connected to a simple circuit in two different
positions. Diagram showing a voltmeter connected to a simple circuit. Learn More in these
related Britannica articles:. Although ceramic ferrites have smaller saturation magnetizations
than magnetic metals, they can be made much more resistive to electric currents. In soft ferrites
this is accomplished by oxidizing the grain boundaries during processing to yield resistive
internal layers. Greater resistivity reduces the occurrenceâ€¦. Such devices are classified as
active detectors. Many types of active detectors can produce an observable signal for an
individual quantum of radiation such as a single alpha particle or an X-ray photon. The electrical
contact layer on the face of the cell where light enters is generally present in some grid pattern
and is composed of a good conductor such as a metal. Since metal blocks light, the grid lines
are as thin and widelyâ€¦. History at your fingertips. Sign up here to see what happened On This
Day , every day in your inbox! Email address. By signing up, you agree to our Privacy Notice. Be
on the lookout for your Britannica newsletter to get trusted stories delivered right to your inbox.
By: Sidney Soclof. You've probably heard these terms before. You knew they had something to
do with electricity , but maybe you weren't sure quite sure how. Just as your heart produces the
pressure to make blood circulate, a battery or generator produces the pressure or force to push
electrons around a circuit. Voltage is the force and is measured in volts V. A typical flashlight
battery produces 1. The product of electric force in volts and current in amperes is electrical
power, measured in watts W. A battery generating 1. The blood flowing through your body
doesn't get a free ride. The walls of the blood vessels impede the flow, and the smaller the

blood vessel, the more the resistance to flow. Some of the pressure produced by your heart is
just for pushing blood through blood vessels. As electrons move through wires, they bump into
atoms. This impedes the flow of the electrons. The wire offers resistance to the flow of the
current. The amount of resistance depends on the material, diameter and length of the wire. The
resistance increases as the diameter of the wire decreases. Electric circuits are composed of
wires and other components -- like light bulbs, transistors, computer chips and motors. Wires,
made of metals called conductors that have a low resistance to current, connect the
components. Copper and aluminum are the most common conductors. Gold, because of its
resistance to corrosion, is often used for attaching wires to tiny electronic chips. When the
electrons bump into the atoms, the friction, or loss of kinetic energy, produces heat. If the
temperature of the filament is high enough, it starts to glow and give off light. This is
incandescence. Typical filament temperatures for light bulbs are around 4, degrees F 2, degrees
C. Unfortunately, 90 to 95 percent of the energy supplied to a light bulb is lost in the form of
heat rather than light, so incandescent bulbs are very inefficient. Fluorescent lights produce
light by having electrons pass through a tube filled with mercury vapor and neon or argon gas.
As the electrons bump into the mercury atoms, they cause electrons in the atoms to absorb
some of their energy. As these electrons return to their normal state, they radiate bundles of
light energy called photons. Fluorescent lights are four to five times more efficient than
incandescent bulbs. On the next page, we'll look at closed circuits, open circuits, short circuits,
series circuits and parallel circuits. Prev NEXT. Environmental Science. Energy Production. Cite
This! Print Citation. Your home's plumbing and electrical systems may seem as different as any
two things could be. But there are significant parallels. Water enters your home through a pipe
under pressure, and, when you turn on a tap, the water flows at a certain rate gallons per
minute. Electricity enters your home through wires, also under pressure called voltage,
measured in volts. When you turn on an electrical device, the electricity flows at a certain rate
current, measured in amperes, or amps. Unlike water, which is used as it comes from the tap,
electricity is meant to do work: It is converted from energy to power, measured in watts. Since
household electrical consumption is relatively high, the unit of measure most often used is the
kilowatt, which is equal to 1, watts. The total amount of electrical energy you use in any period
is measured in terms of kilowatt-hours kwh. The instrument that records how much electricity
you use is called an electric meter. This meter tells the power company how much electricity
they need to charge you for. There are two types of electric meters in general use. One type
displays a row of small dials on its face with individual indicators. Each meter dial registers the
kilowatt-hours of electrical energy. Each dial registers a certain number of kilowatt-hours of
electrical energy. From right to left on most meter faces, the far right is the one that counts
individual kilowatt-hours from 1 to 10; the next one counts the electricity from 10 to
kilowatt-hours; the third dial counts up to 1,; the fourth counts up to 10,; and the dial at the
extreme left counts kilowatt-hours up to , If the arrow on a dial is between two numbers, the
lower number should always be read. The second type of electric meter performs the same
function, but, instead of having individual dials, it has numerals in slots on the meter face, much
like an odometer in a car. This meter is read from left to right, and the numbers indicate total
electrical consumption. Some meters also use a multiplying factor -- the number that appears
must be multiplied by ten, for instance, for a true figure in kilowatt-hours. Once you know how
to read your meter, you can verify the charges on your electric bill and become a better
watchdog of electrical energy consumption in your home. The exact voltage varies depending
on several external factors. This three-wire system provides you with volt power for lighting,
receptacles, and small appliances as well as volt power for air conditioning, an electric range, a
clothes dryer, a water heater, and, in some homes, electric heating. Electricity enters your home
through the power company's service equipment, which is simply a disconnect device mounted
in an approved enclosure. It's used to disconnect the service from the interior wiring system.
Usually called a main fuse, main breaker, main disconnect, or often just "the main," this
disconnect might be a set of pull-out fuses, a circuit breaker, or a large switch. Although main
disconnects can be mounted outdoors in a weatherproof box, they are nearly always inside the
house in a large enclosure that also contains the fuses or circuit breakers, which handle the
distribution of power throughout the building. This is called a main entrance panel, a main box,
or an entrance box. The three wires from the meter enter this box. Two of them -- the heavily
insulated black and red lines -- are attached to the tops of a parallel pair of exposed heavy
copper bars, called buses, at the center of the box. These two lines are the "live," or "hot,"
wires. The third wire, generally bare, is the "neutral. In most homes this ground bus is actually
connected to the ground -- the earth -- by a heavy solid copper wire clamped to a cold water
pipe or to an underground bar or plate. Power is distributed through your house through
various electrical circuits that start in the main entrance panel. The volt circuits have two

conductors -- one neutral white wire and one hot black wire. The volt circuits may have two hot
wires alone or a third, neutral wire may be added. In all cases, the hot lines are attached directly
to the hot main buses. The neutral wire is always connected to the ground bus and never, under
any circumstances, should it pass through a fuse or circuit breaker. Fuses and circuit breakers
are safety devices built into your electrical system. If there were no fuses or circuit breakers and
you operated too many appliances on a single circuit, the cable carrying the power for that
circuit would get extremely hot, short circuit, and possibly start a fire. To prevent electrical
overloads, circuit breakers and fuses are designed to trip or blow, stopping the flow of current
to the overloaded cable. For example, a ampere circuit breaker should trip when the current
through it exceeds 15 amperes. A ampere fuse should blow when the current through it exceeds
20 amps. A fuse that blows or a circuit breaker that trips is not faulty; it is doing its job properly,
indicating that there is trouble somewhere in the circuit. A blown fuse or tripped circuit breaker
usually means there are too many appliances plugged in to that circuit or some malfunctioning
device, like an appliance with an internal short, is connected to the circuit. Locate and eliminate
the cause of the trouble before replacing a blown fuse or resetting a tripped circuit breaker.
Caution: Never try to defeat this built-in safety system by replacing a fuse with one of a higher
current-carrying capacity. The fuse or circuit breaker capacity should be equal to or less than
the current-carrying capacity of the conductors. For example, don't replace a ampere fuse with
a ampere fuse. Replace fuses and breakers only with ones of the same size and amperage.
Circuit breakers do not blow like fuses; they are switches that automatically trip open to
interrupt the flow of electrical current when it overloads the circuit. To reset a tripped breaker,
turn it fully off and then back on. Circuits to all the devices in your home that require electrical
power start from the fuses or circuit breakers. There are two types of circuits: feeder and
branch. Feeder circuits use thicker cables that travel from the main entrance panel to smaller
distribution panels called subpanels, or load centers. These auxiliary panels are located in
remote parts of a house or in outbuildings, and they are used for redistribution of power, such
as in a garage. Feeder circuits aren't found in all houses. All of the circuits in a home that run
from either the main entrance panel or from other smaller panels to the various points of use
are branch circuits. For volt needs, a circuit branches out through a circuit breaker from one of
the main buses and from the ground bus. For volts, many circuits use only the two main buses.
But all three wires are needed for devices that operate on both volts and volts. The volt branch
circuits go through fuses or breakers, which are labeled either 15 or 20 amps. The amp
branches go to ceiling lamps and wall receptacles in rooms where less energy-demanding
devices, such as table lamps, are found. The larger amp circuits go to receptacles in the
kitchen, dining, and laundry areas where heavy-duty appliances are used. A amp circuit can
handle a total of 1, watts, while a amp circuit can handle a total of 2, watts, but these figures
represent circuits that are fully loaded. In practice, you should limit the load on a amp circuit to
no more than 1, watts, and the load on a amp line should exceed no more than 1, watts. How
can you know the load on a circuit? Add up the individual wattages for all lamps and appliances
plugged into each circuit. When computing the load on each branch circuit, allow for
motor-driven appliances that draw more current when the motor is just starting up than when
it's running. A refrigerator, for example, might draw up to 15 amps initially but will quickly settle
down to around 4 amps. Suppose the refrigerator is plugged into a amp branch circuit and a
1,watt electric toaster which draws a little more than 8 amps is also plugged into that circuit. If
the refrigerator motor starts while the toaster is toasting, the total current load will exceed the
current-carrying capacity of the circuit, and the fuse will blow or the circuit breaker will trip.
Keep reading to learn about proper safety practices when you're working with your home
electricity system. Some home electrical repairs require a licensed electrician, but the repair or
replacement of many electrical components can be done by a do-it-yourselfer. Make safety your
first priority, and you'll be amazed at what you can do to maintain and upgrade the electrical
devices in your home. All electrical devices and electrical wires are designed to provide the
greatest measure of electrical safety, but you can defeat any built-in safeguards with
carelessness and ignorance. To work safely with electricity, be aware of the following hazards
and precautions:. Never do anything that would break the conductor's insulation. Do not, for
example, staple an extension cord to a baseboard or wall. The staple can cut through the
insulation and create a short circuit, which, in turn, can start a fire. Moreover, you should
examine all wiring regularly and discard any cord with brittle insulation. Replace the old cord
with a new one that has good insulation. Turn the power off before replacing a receptacle or a
switch or doing any other work on a circuit. If your system operates with fuses, remove the fuse
for the circuit you're working on and slip it into your pocket or toolbox. If you leave it nearby,
someone might put the fuse back in while you're working on the circuit. If your home's electrical
system uses circuit breakers, trip the appropriate circuit breaker to its OFF position. Then, to

make sure no one accidentally flips the circuit breaker back on while you're working, put a piece
of tape and a sign over the circuit breaker's handle telling people what you're doing. When you
work on an electrical circuit, make all wire joints and connections inside an approved electrical
box. There are several ways to join wires, but the best way is to use solderless connectors of
either the crimp-on or screw-on wirenut kind. Never connect wires together in a behind-the-wall
or in-the-ceiling location that is not accessible by simply opening an electrical box. In addition,
when joining insulated wires to one another or when fastening them under terminal screws,
make sure no uninsulated or bare wire extends beyond the connection. The insulation should
go right up to the solderless connector or terminal screw. Everyone in the family should know
where and how to throw the master switch that cuts off all electrical current. Proper grounding
of your electrical system is essential to your safety. Electricity always follows the path of least
resistance, and that path could be you whenever an appliance or another electrical component
is not grounded. Grounding directs electrical energy into the earth by providing a conductor
that is less resistant than you are. This is accomplished by attaching one end of the wire to the
frame of an appliance and fastening the other end to a coldwater pipe. Most plastic-coated
electrical cable contains a bare wire, which carries the grounded connection to every electrical
box, receptacle, and appliance in your home. You can usually tell whether your electrical
system is grounded by checking the receptacles. If you have the kind that accepts plugs with
two blades and one prong, your system should have three wires, one of which is a grounding
wire. The prong carries the safety ground to the metal frame of any appliance that has a
three-wire plug and cord. An appliance"s metal frame can pose a safety hazard to you and your
family. If a power cord"s insulation wears away just at the point where the cord enters the metal
frame, contact between the metal current conductor and the metal frame could make the whole
appliance alive with electricity. Touching a charged metal frame of the appliance while
simultaneously touching a water faucet or a radiator will make the current surge through you.
Be sure to inspect, maintain, and make repairs wherever wires enter a metal pipe conduit ,
where the cord enters a lamp or lamp socket, and where in-wall cable enters an electrical box.
Surfaces at these points must be free of burrs that could chafe the wire and damage its
insulation. Washers and grommets protect the wire at these various points of entry. However,
the best thing you can do to ensure a safe electrical system is to make sure the whole system is
grounded and the ground circuit is electrically continuous, without any breaks. The bottom line
is that you need to make electrical safety a top priority whenever you do home repairs.
Furthermore, don"t hesitate to call on a professional electrician when necessary. On the next
page, we"ll take a look at how to restore a circuit and what steps you should take in a power
outage. The fuses or circuit breakers in your home electrical system are there for a purpose: to
blow or trip if the circuit is overloaded. When that happens, as it does from time to time in
almost every home, what do you do? The first step should be taken even before a circuit trips. If
you haven"t already done so, make a list of all the branch circuits in your home by number and
by what area each one controls. Then you can figure out which receptacles and fixtures are on
each branch circuit. If you aren"t sure the list is accurate and complete, you can verify it with a
very simple procedure. Remove a fuse or trip a circuit breaker to its OFF position, then check to
see what equipment or devices are deenergized. Of course, it"s easy to see when a ceiling light
goes out, but you can check a receptacle just as easily by plugging in a lamp. A small
night-light is an ideal indicator. Once you know exactly which receptacles, fixtures, and
appliances are connected to each branch circuit, write all the information on a card, and attach
the card inside the door of the main entrance panel. When a circuit goes off, there may be some
visual or audible indication of the trouble spot, such as a bright flare from a lamp or a
sputtering, sparking sound from an appliance, that will immediately lead you to the source of
the trouble. If so, disconnect the faulty equipment. Take a flashlight, and go to the main
entrance panel. Check to see which fuse is blown or which breaker has tripped, and determine
from your information card which receptacles, appliances, and lighting fixtures are on the
circuit. Then disconnect everything on that circuit you can, and inspect those fixtures you can"t
easily disconnect for signs or smells of malfunction. Replace the fuse, or reset the breaker. If
the circuit holds, it"s possible something you disconnected is faulty. Check for short circuits or
other problems. If there"s no evidence of electrical fault in the fixtures, the problem may be too
much current draw for the circuit to handle. In this case, remove some of the load from the
circuit. If the new fuse blows or the circuit breaker refuses to reset, the problem lies in either the
equipment that"s still connected or in the circuit cable itself. Check the still-connected items,
examining each for faults until you find the offending equipment. If the circuit still goes out
when there are no loads connected to it, the wiring is faulty, probably due to a short in a
junction or receptacle box or in the cable itself. If you suspect faulty electrical wiring, call an
electrician. A circuit breaker is a remarkably trouble-free device, but once in a while a breaker

does fail. The result is the circuit will not energize, even when it"s fault-free. When a circuit goes
out, if the circuit breaker itself has a distinctive burnt plastic smell, if the trip handle is loose
and wobbly, or if the breaker rattles when you move it, the breaker has probably failed. Turn off
the circuit, check the breaker with a continuity tester, and replace it as needed. What do you do
when all the power in the house goes off? Usually this is due to a general power outage in an
entire neighborhood or district, but sometimes the problem lies in an individual residential
wiring system. The first step is to see whether the outage is a general power outage or
restricted to your home. If it"s nighttime, look around the neighborhood to see if everyone
else"s lights are off. During the day, call a neighbor to see if others are affected. Or, if you have
a circuit breaker main disconnect, check to see whether it has tripped to the OFF position. If the
main entrance is wired with fuses, pull the fuse block out and slip the fuses free. Check them
with a continuity tester to see if they are still good. With a probe lead touched to each end of the
fuse, the tester light will come on if the fuse is good. If the trouble is a general power outage, all
you can do is call the power company. If your main breaker is still in the ON position or both
main fuses are good but your neighbors have power and you don"t, the fault lies between your
main entrance panel and the power transmission lines. The reason could be a downed service
drop, a faulty or overloaded pole transformer, or some similar problem. Call the power
company; this part of your system is their responsibility. If you find a tripped main breaker or
blown main fuses in your main entrance panel, the problem lies within the house and may be
serious. Do not attempt to reset the breaker or replace the fuses. The difficulty may be a system
overload, using more total current than the main breaker can pass. Or there may be a dead
short somewhere in the house. The first step is to go back through the house and turn off
everything you can. Then, if you have a circuit breaker panel, flip all the breakers to the OFF
position. Once the breakers are off, reset the main breaker to the ON position. One by one, trip
the branch circuit breakers back on. If one of them fails to reset, or if the main breaker trips off
again as you trip the branch breaker on, the source of the trouble lies in that circuit. The circuit
will have to be cleared of the fault. If all the breakers go back on and the main breaker stays on,
you"re faced with two possibilities. One is that something you disconnected earlier is faulty. Go
back along the line, inspect each item for possible fault, and plug each one back in. Sooner or
later you"ll discover which one is causing the problem, either visually or by noticing that a
breaker trips off when you reconnect it. The other possibility is systemwide overloading. This is
characterized by recurrent tripping out of the main breaker when practically everything in the
house is running but there are no electrical faults to be found. To solve this problem, you can
either lessen the total electrical load or install a new larger main entrance panel with new
branch circuits to serve areas of heavy electrical usage and help share the total load. This job
requires a licensed electrician. The troubleshooting approach is similar if the main panel has
fuses, except you"ll need a supply of fuses on hand. First, pull all the cartridge fuses and
unscrew all the plug fuses in the panel. Replace the main fuses, and put the fuse block back
into place. Then, one by one, replace each fuse or set of fuses until the one that"s causing the
outage blows out again. This is the circuit that must be cleared. General overloading, however,
will cause the main fuses to go out again. If this happens, call in an electrician, who can test for
overloading and suggest remedies. Is your home susceptible to power outages due to the local
utility company, wind storms, or other problems? Even if it"s not, you would be well served to
make an emergency blackout kit that includes the following items:. Some items for a blackout
kit. With a little preparation and knowledge, you"ll be able to handle your next power outage
without being left in the dark. It also takes preparation and knowledge to do repairs and
maintenance checks on home electrical receptacles. We"ll show you how to perform these
tasks in the next section. Residential wiring systems installed in older homes use a two-wire
system in the volt branch circuits. One conductor is hot, and the other is neutral. The neutral
may also serve as a ground, but, unfortunately, it usually does not. When this is the case, the
system is ungrounded and the situation is potentially hazardous. You can easily tell if your
circuits are of this type by looking at receptacles. There are only two slots for each plug in
ungrounded receptacles. Modern wiring calls for the installation of a third conductor.
Receptacles used with this system have three openings: two vertical slots and a third, rounded
hole centered below or above them. A plug-in polarity checker can enable you to make sure
your outlets are installed properly. Either two-prong or three-prong plugs can be plugged into
these receptacles, but only the three-prong kind will carry the equipment grounding line to the
electrical equipment. Also, one of the vertical slots is different in size from the other, so the
newer types of two-pronged plugs can be inserted in only one direction. This ensures that the
equipment being connected will be properly polarized, hot side to hot side and neutral to
neutral. For proper operation and safety, make sure all receptacles on each circuit are installed
with the individual conductors going to the correct terminals so there are no polarity reversals

along the line. Unfortunately, receptacles are not always connected this way, even in new wiring
systems installed by professional electricians. Check out your receptacles with a small
inexpensive tester called a polarity checker, designed for this purpose. It looks like a fancy
three-pronged plug and contains three neon bulb indicators. To check your receptacles for
polarity, plug a polarity checker into a receptacle. The lights will tell you if the polarity is correct
and, if not, which lines are reversed. If there is a reversal, turn the circuit off, pull the receptacle
out of the electrical box, and switch the wires to the proper terminals. If the
equipment-grounding circuit is open discontinuous , trace the circuit with a continuity tester
until you find the disconnection or missing link; reconnect it to restore the effectiveness of the
circuit. What You"ll Need Here are the tools you"ll want to have when replacing an electrical
receptacle: Replacement receptacle Screwdriver Single-edge razor blade or utility knife
Grounding screws or clips Wire stripper with cutting blade. Nearly everyone has come across
an electrical receptacle that doesn"t work as well as it should or one that doesn"t work at all.
How does it happen that a receptacle fails to do its job efficiently and safely? There are two
possible explanations. An electrical receptacle can be permanently damaged through improper
use. Sticking a hairpin or a paper clip in it, for example, can shorten a receptacle"s -- and your -life. You may never do anything as foolish as sticking a paper clip in an electrical receptacle,
but you can do the same damage when you plug in an appliance with a short circuit. Regardless
of how the damage occurred, the damaged electrical receptacle must be replaced. Another
possible explanation for an electrical receptacle that doesn"t work efficiently and safely is that it
is just so old and has been used so often that it"s worn out. There are two clear indications of a
worn-out electrical receptacle: the cord"s weight pulls the plug out of the receptacle or the plug
blades do not make constant electrical contact within the receptacle slots. At that point, the old
electrical receptacle should be replaced. This is not difficult, but you must follow the correct
installation procedures precisely. Here"s what you should do:. Step 1: Before working on
electrical receptacle, deenergize circuit that controls it. Inspect old receptacle to see whether it
can take a plug with a round prong for grounding in addition to two flat blades. Buy new
receptacle with amp rating of same type -- grounded or ungrounded -- as one you"re replacing.
Step 2: Take off plate that covers receptacle by removing center screw with screwdriver. If cover
doesn"t come off easily, it"s probably being held in place by several coats of paint. Carefully cut
paint closely around edge of cover plate with razor blade or utility knife. Step 3: Remove two
screws holding receptacle in electrical box. Carefully pull receptacle out of box as far as
attached line wires allow. Loosen terminal screws on receptacle and remove line wires. Caution:
If wires or insulation is brittle or frayed, that part of circuit should be professionally rewired. A
replacement receptacle must match the one you are removing. If you have the grounded type,
you must buy a receptacle that has a ground terminal screw and slots for three-prong grounded
plugs. Step 4: Connect wires to new electrical receptacle with white wire under silver-color
screw and black wire under dark-color screw. If you discover a green wire or a bare wire in box,
fasten wire under screw that has dab of green color on it, then fasten it to box with grounding
screw or clip. Make sure to loop line wires in clockwise direction under heads of terminal
screws so screw heads will pull wire loops tighter. Also take care to connect wires so all wire
without any insulation is secured safely under screw heads. Clip off any excess uninsulated
wire. Step 5: Carefully fold wires into space in electrical box behind receptacle, then push
receptacle into box. Although there"s no such thing as right side up for a two-blade receptacle,
there is a correct position for receptacles designed to handle three-prong grounding plugs.
Grounding plugs often attach to their cords at a right angle, so you should position receptacle
so cord will hang down without a loop. Step 6: Tighten the two screws that hold receptacle in
receptacle box, then replace cover plate. Restore fuse or trip circuit breaker. Slots in some
electrical receptacles are not identical; one is wider than the other. The wider one connects to
the white or neutral wire, while the narrower slot connects to the black or hot wire. Some plugs,
in fact, are designed with one wide and one narrow blade, and these plugs will fit into the
receptacle in only one way. The idea behind such a polarized plug is to continue the hot and
neutral wire identity from the circuit to the appliance. Overload Protection. Circuit breakers do
not blow like fuses. They are switches that automatically trip open to interrupt the flow of
electrical current when it overloads the circuit. Branch and Feeder Circuits. This provides volts
for lighting, outlets, and small appliances and volts for heavier appliances. Electrical Safety
Tips. Examine wiring regularly for safety reasons. Replace cords that have brittle or damaged
insulation. One of the best ways to join wires is to use solderless connectors called wirenuts.
Twist the conductor ends together, and screw the wirenut into the twisted ends. Make sure no
bare conductor is exposed. Electrical Grounding. How to Restore a Circuit. Coping With a
Power Outage. Assembling an Emergency Blackout Kit. Replacing an Electrical Receptacle.
What You"ll Need. Here are the tools you"ll want to have when replacing an electrical
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